28 Dead, 327 Wounded in Kabul Suicide Attack

KABUL - At least 28 people were killed and 327 others wounded in a coordinated attack on the VIP protection unit in Kabul on Tuesday morning. A heavy explosion occurred in front of the unit in the 16th polio district of the capital, allowing a number of fighters to enter and exchange gunfire with security forces at around 9am. Brig. Gen. Abdul Rahman Rahimi, commander of the 101st Asmayee Brigade (MoD) said at least seven bodies and 326 injured people had been evacuated to Kabul hospitals until 12:30pm. Abdul Basir, one of the injured, told Pajhwok Afghan News: “I was in a hotel when a strong explosion occurred. (More on Pk-41)

Most of the victims were civilians, including children and women, he said, adding some of the wounded were in critical condition. Those with slight injuries were discharged after being administrated first aid.

The Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) said at least seven bodies and 326 injured people had been evacuated to Kabul hospitals until 12:30pm. Abdul Basir, one of the injured, told Pajhwok Afghan News: “I was in a hotel when a strong explosion occurred. (More on Pk-41)

Afghanistan Decides to Boycott QCG Future Meetings

KABUL - President Mohammad Ashraf Ghani has said the Afghan government will never make peace with the regional and international terrorists.

During a meeting in ARG Presidential Palace to discuss security and Afghan peace process, President Ghani said Afghanistan has proved its solidarity to the world and the world strongly stands with Afghanistan today. The meeting was attended by law makers from the Lower House of the Parliament (Wolesi Jirga), Upper House of the Parliament (Mehteran Jirga), cabinet member, and security authorities.

The main focus of the meeting was to consult regarding the security situation of the country which has rapidly deteriorated during the recent months.

The ongoing efforts to revive peace process with the anti-government armed militias. (More on Pk-41)
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Govt. Accused of Negligence in Fight Against Terrorism

KABUL - A number of senators, in reaction to Tuesday’s deadly attack in Kabul, said government does not have a clear mechanism for war and peace. They accused government of negligence in the fight against terrorism.

The senators said that government never had a clear stance against those involved in insecurity in Afghanistan. “Our armed forces in the... (More on Pk-41)

Dostum Arrives in North, Vows to Teach Militants a ‘Lesson’

SEBERGHAN - First Vice-President Abdul Rashid Dostum Tuesday vowed to drive insurgents from areas they hold in northern provinces. Dostum arrived in northern Jawzjan province after a stopover in Balkh province on his way from Kabul to spearhead operations against militants in Jawzjan, Faryab and Kunduz provinces. Upon arriving in Seberghan, the VP called a meeting with top... (More on Pk-41)

Moscow Fears Taliban May Take Large Regions of Afghanistan: Envoy

MOSCOW - Moscow has noted that the Taliban have intensified their activity in Afghanistan this year and danger exists that large regions may be taken, Russian Presidential Envoy for Afghanistan Zamir Kabulov said Tuesday according to Kabulov, this year could be ‘particularly hot’ due to the increased activity by the Taliban, adding that such much of their forces have remained in Afghanistan and separate units are in Pakistan. “We can safely speak about... (More on Pk-41)

Election Watchdogs Blast NUG for Delay in Reforms

KABUL - A number of electoral watchdogs on Tuesday blasted the National Unity Government (NUG) for the delay in bringing reforms to the electoral system, saying that they are disappointed about this. “We are disappointed about the delay in electoral reforms and we still think that intra-government differences have resulted in this problem,” Shah Mahmoud, a member of Election Watchdogs said. Shah Mahmoud, a member of Election... (More on Pk-41)

Abdullah Asks Politicians to Wage Joint War on Enemy

KABUL - Chief Executive Officer CEO, Abdul Ashraf Abdullah on Tuesday asked political leaders to wage a joint campaign against insurgents who carried out a coordinated attack in Kabul to avenge their defeat in the newly-launched spring offensive codenamed “Omari.” At least 28 people were killed and 327 others, mostly civilians including women and children, were wounded. (More on Pk-42)
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